
Country Poland

Overall Played the best tournament of his career so far. First of all we just need to 
say: very well done!!! Played a high level of table tennis, maintained his 
level in singles and doubles (got 2nd with Gorak) throughout the event, 
dominated with his technical skills, speed and passion. Very vital point to 
note is that: he was ready to win against Ovtcharov! It was a big step for 
him as for now he can compete with all the top players. His service game 
(which is a crucial area for him) was active and full of variation, his 
backhand was excellent and his mentality was great not mentioning his 
readiness in his fitness regarding endurance, power and stability.

Interesting results Ovtcharov (GER) 4:2, Monteiro (POR) 4:1, Kou (UKR) 4:1

Sweeping changes We have know that he is on the right way of improvement as he has grown 
in all areas, but the important thing was that his self-confidence and belief 
arrived to another level. Moreover he showed great way of consistency 
producing good level at every game. This result and his level of table 
tennis come from a hard work that he has been doing for a while now. An 
area to be pointed out is: mentality! He has been doing plenty of effort in 
improving the identified areas, this is and will be the key for his success.

Areas to improve He is still a young player who is on his way of development, we need to 
keep this in mind. He can have some ups and downs still but the main idea 
to keep him on the right track. Building his self-confidence and belief 
remain the key parts of the work. In his table tennis the goal is to make his 
strong points (above the table, backhand) even stronger and continue to 
work smoothly on the weaker areas such as passive game or service.
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